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EdgeX is in code freeze as of 5pm today. After today, no additional code will be accepted on the
master branch. Documentation, bug fixes and examples only are allowed between now and Nov
18 (the release date).
As of the TSC meeting, there are only two release items that are pending, but expected to be
completed today:
o New service to provide login secrets to Redis (and associated bug fixes to bootstrap)
o “Security Utility” – to be reviewed by Tony today.
Release notes will be assembled during he course of the next week. Assistance of the WG leads
is appreciated in pulling together new features, important bug fixes, etc. Jim to coordinate.
Work continues on V2 APIs – PRs (and reviews) will continue although no additional merging will
be accepted during code freeze. This will allow the V2 API team to meet deadlines for Ireland.
A new ADR for metrics/control plane events is available for review under edgex-docs. This is an
Ireland release work item.
Additional ADRs are being worked on and some are ready for review
A number of ADRs are being lined up for work during freeze period to include:
o ADR for Device Service to App Services via Message Bus (#241)
o ADR for secret provider for all
o ADR around device service filtering (available for review)
o Some security ADRs
Secure Kong Admin, a feature anticipated for this release, will be postponed to next release.
UI team is working on Ireland data visualization – some prototype screen captures will be shared
in the Core WG for input.
Gavin Lu’s team is also working on Kubernetes “crawl” phase and an initial deployment file has
been worked and should be available for review in the coming couple of weeks.
Planning meeting for Ireland is being finalized. Still room for some extra business topics or
unconference presentations – see Jim if you have a topic.
With US time change on Nov 2, Brett Preston has been updating the calendars (as all our
meetings are in UTC time zone which does not change). The times of the meetings will remain
consistent with regard to the current meeting times, but the calendar has to be updated to
reflect the new relation to UTC time. All EdgeX community members are encouraged to refresh
their calendar to get the new EdgeX meetings this weekend (Nov 1).

